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ABSTRACT

A large body of evidence supports the notion that incorrect or insufficient nutrition contributes to disease development. A pivotal goal is thus to understand what exactly is appropriate and what is inappropriate in food ingestion and the consequent nutritional status and health. The effective application of these concepts requires the translation of scientific information into practical approaches that have a tangible and measurable impact at both individual and population levels. The agenda for the future is expected to support available methodology in nutrition research to personalize guideline recommendations, properly grading the quality of the available evidence, promoting adherence to the well-established evidence hierarchy in nutrition, and enhancing strategies for appropriate vetting and transparent reporting that will solidify the recommendations for health promotion. The final goal is to build a constructive coalition among scientists, policy makers, and communication professionals for sustainable health and nutritional policies. Currently, a strong rationale and available data support a personalized dietary approach according to personal variables, including sex and age, circulating metabolic biomarkers, food quality and intake frequency, lifestyle variables such as physical activity, and environmental variables including one’s microbiome profile. There is a strong and urgent need to develop a successful commitment among all the stakeholders to define novel and sustainable approaches toward the management of the health value of nutrition at individual and population levels. Moving forward requires adherence to well-established principles of evidence evaluation as well as identification of effective tools to obtain better quality evidence. Much remains to be done in the near future. Adv Nutr 2017;8:532–45.
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Introduction

Nutritional guidelines: a historical perspective

The general concept that appropriate nutrition is a very powerful agent capable of promoting human health is strongly shared worldwide and has been supported by a large set of epidemiologic, observational, and experimental studies and clinical trials over the last century (1–3). Likewise, a consistent body of evidence supports the thesis that incorrect or insufficient nutrition contributes to disease development (4). However, understanding what exactly is appropriate and what is incorrect or insufficient nutrition has been a challenge. Moreover, the effective application of
these concepts requires the translation of scientific information into practical approaches that have a tangible, measurable impact at both individual and population levels.

Over time, translational challenges have brought scientists together to try to provide guidance to people through the definition of nutritional recommendations and guidelines that may be successfully implemented in different geographic, cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic contexts. Numerical recommendations for nutrients or foods are not independent of each other, and therefore the review process in setting guidelines should consider studies that have used both approaches. Moreover, some coherence between the different approaches is also expected to be more confident in the trust that can be placed in a guideline. The question about how much of a given nutrient is needed to meet various biological requirements was initially answered by setting reference values for energy and nutrients [dietary reference values (DRVs); RDA], mainly intended to address malnutrition due to nutrient deficiency. It must be noted that the early use of terms such as “recommended” in such guidance documents (e.g., Recommended Dietary Intakes) generated the idea of an intrinsic benefit in meeting these levels of nutrients at the individual level. The more appropriate term “reference” is now commonly used as well as the validity of referring such values mainly to populations. Examples of DRVs exist at international [e.g., European Food Safety Authority European Dietary Reference Values (5)] and national levels. It must be noted that DRVs, generalized to a reference average adult, represent the basis of nutrition labeling of foods, with evident limits when used to provide guidance to individuals. Conversely, with the current status of the evidence, where there is often large residual uncertainty even about big, high-level questions in nutrition arriving at specific numerical recommendations about an exact desirable threshold for specific nutrients (e.g., no more than a particular percentage of added sugars) or foods (e.g., less than a particular amount of red meat weekly) is often an unreliable exercise with outcomes that are debatable. In this perspective, it seems meaningless to simply recommend reducing saturated fat intake to <8% energy intake given the current knowledge that individual FAs behave biologically very differently and depend on the specific food matrix. Thus, in this context, recommendations to reduce dark chocolate (stearic acid) and cheese intakes may conceivably be counterproductive for health.

Nutritional guidelines have been developed over the last decades to meet different requirements, such as public health needs, and to promote a healthy lifestyle aimed at reducing the prevalence of some noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) (6). Currently, nutritional guidelines produced by national and international institutions and scientific organizations represent a large body of documents, including, for example, the widely used WHO guidelines on nutrition (7), the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2015–2020 Eighth Edition (8, 9), the European dietary reference values for nutrient intakes, updated by the European Food Safety Authority (5), and the Nordic Nutrition Recommendations (2012) (10). In particular, WHO guidelines are intended as global, evidence-based recommendations directed to a wide audience, including policy makers, their expert advisers, and technical and program staff at organizations involved in the design, implementation, and scaling-up of nutrition actions for public health. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans are designed for professionals to help individuals consume a healthy, nutritionally adequate diet. By US law, the information in these Dietary Guidelines forms the foundation for developing federal food, nutrition, and health policies and programs in the United States. Beyond the mentioned activities, many countries worldwide refer their food policies to national guideline approaches. Furthermore, the UN Development Program is promoting the Sustainable Development Goals, which is a universal call to action to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity; it also includes gender issues (11, 12).

Over the years, nutritional guidelines have been developed with the aid of expert panels and systematic reviews and have been distributed for expert and community comment in an effort to link scholarship and policy (13). Although the evidence basis in nutrition has increased in volume in recent years, its robustness is still often uncertain, and the derived nutritional guidelines may not have been significantly improved. This situation leads not only to limitations of interpretation that are not always clear-cut in the guidelines themselves but also to criticism of the validity of the process by which the guidelines were developed. Thus, there is a need to move forward to improve the quality and efficacy of nutritional guidelines, following international standards (14) and a process that requires validation with regard to various pivotal elements, such as full transparency in scientific data collection and analysis, documented evidence-based justification, grading, and evaluation of effectiveness. Interaction with policy makers and authoritative communication among all stakeholders, including citizens, is desirable (15), but one wants to guard also against biases that various stakeholders may have. Of particular relevance to the public is the need to understand the individual- and sex-related features of proposed nutritional recommendations. Real-life studies should also be encouraged to overcome the possible bias between population...
groups selected in trials and actual population composition and profile.

Therefore, the agenda for the development of nutritional guidelines should advance through evaluation of methodology in nutrition research, evidence hierarchy in nutrition, and strategies for appropriate vetting and reporting aimed at empowering recommendations, including specific implications for the future such as personalized nutrition in health promotion (Text Box 1).

**Current and Developing Status of Knowledge**

**Methodology in nutrition research**

Historically, nutritional guidelines have been based on all the evidence available, including not only human clinical studies but also data available from experimental animal work and physiological studies. This evidence also includes information from population-based epidemiologic studies that have identified food patterns, nutrient intakes, and lifestyles associated with health promotion or with increased risk or progression of NCDs (4, 16). Moreover, additional insights have been generated by some randomized clinical trials (RCTs) and innovative new study designs, such as Mendelian Randomization and environment-wide association studies.

To evaluate the evidence useful for both population and individual decisions requires that at least 3 steps be taken into consideration: 1) what are the uncertainty limits of the available evidence, 2) how can we improve credibility by reducing uncertainty and variability, and 3) does the increased evidence credibility lead to improved usefulness in dietary guidance (17)? Interestingly, although 96% of the biomedical literature claims significant, positive results, the validity of these claims is often questionable (18). The reasons are multiple and generally well known although not widely appreciated or acknowledged. Among these are the problems of nonrandomized designs, post hoc data "cherry-picking" and "P hacking" to support desired hypotheses, lack of a priori data analysis plans or post hoc transparency in data analyses, selective reporting of results, lack of study registration on public databases, lack of a replication culture, and limited data sharing (19).

Moreover, in some instances, publication quality in the field of nutrition shows a lack of consistency, especially for observational evidence, in which analytical approaches to newer data suggest that effects of soft outcomes (e.g., surrogate endpoints) may well be overestimated (20). Conclusions drawn from these newer insights support the very high rate of refutation observed in the most-cited claims of observational studies that were not validated in RCTs (21, 22). Nonetheless, among the scientific community, an inherent resistance to refutation is frequently observed so that unreliable and contradictory papers often have long lives as supporting references (23). Interestingly, it has recently been demonstrated that 68.5% of studies reporting routinely collected data did so for research questions already addressed by RCTs (24), suggesting that observational data may not be as informative as often claimed. Most likely, some inherent obstacles must be overcome in making sure that expert committees review draft guidelines and evidence provided in the format of a consensus conference, with the participation of all stakeholders. Moreover, because a substantial part of the evidence in nutrition is based on observational data, credibility on the causal pathway is often questionable (25), which is a problem compounded by weak conclusions drawn from diverse subgroups, stratified analyses, and data dredging in the absence of any preregistration. Conclusions drawn from nutrition research studies are sometimes based on statistically significant but small or tiny effect sizes (26). Tiny effects may still be credible, but they are highly susceptible to even minimal bias. Although larger-scale data and new measurement platforms offer novel opportunities, they also provide the potential for even higher error and misleading claims.

RCTs are an important pillar in evidence-based medicine and require improvement when done in the nutrition field. There is a need for improved transparency and improved, quality evidence of nonregulated interventions, especially compared with the rate of registration and publication of nondrug trials (27), because a large number of nutritional trials have never been registered (19).

Additionally, RCT designs in nutrition require attention to pragmatic issues to reduce the user burden of dietary assessment and long-term compliance, personnel and funding mechanisms to accommodate large sample sizes, and focus on important, patient-relevant outcomes (28). Additional strategies to improve nutritional research include the analysis of subgroups with stratified effects, pooling studies, and

---

**Text Box 1 NUTRITIONAL GUIDELINES: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE**

Appropriate nutrition is a powerful factor preventing multiple age-related chronic diseases and promoting human health.

Excessive unbalanced—but also insufficient—nutrition contributes to disease development. Current nutritional guidelines based on observational epidemiological studies and some clinical trials have provided guidance to health professionals, policy makers, and the public for decades. Nutritional recommendations and guidelines are most effective when implemented within appropriate geographic, cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic contexts without forgetting age and sex differences. Nutritional guidelines should evolve through the incorporation of insights into the methodology of guideline methods, better evidence, adherence to grading data within established hierarchy of available evidence, avoiding conflicts of interest and aiming at a constructive coalition among all stakeholders.
Taking advantage of big data. In recent decades, major improvements in measurement capacity and computerized data analysis have led to fast high-throughput analyses at much lower costs. These have allowed different and heterogeneous sources of data to be integrated in novel ways that provide reliable new insights. Big data may be derived from epidemiological cohorts or related biorepositories with the power to elucidate millions of genetic variants and thousands of environmental and nutritional factors in their study participants. Although this is crucial, it is rather difficult to study and understand because it is inherently individual, with several variables based on genome and the individual interaction with the surrounding environment (starting from parents’ experience and fetal interferences). Electronic medical records of millions of patients, containing clinical, pharmacological, and laboratory data, are currently being repurposed for research and discovery. These research practices generate new concepts for discovery, which in turn raise new questions concerning what to measure and how in health research, whether and how to use and interpret these big data for discovery, and what roles they will eventually play in developing guidelines (31). Human health recommendations may benefit from large-scale data when noise is minimized, because false alarms due to confounding variables or other biases are possible even with very-large-scale studies (32–34).

Enhancement of the validity of guideline precision may emerge from big data analysis if accompanied by systematic testing, addressing multiplicity (29, 35–38), and replicating experiments, as well as considering the vibration of effects (shifts in the effect-size distribution due to selected adjustments or other analytical choices) in shaping the empirical distribution of effect sizes due to model choice (20). Furthermore, nutritional exposures and behavior are highly correlated with one another (33, 34, 39, 40), posing challenges in evaluating possible associations. Therefore, it is an imperative, along with systematically testing associations with clinical outcomes, to estimate how large (or small) an association is with respect to all other possible correlations (33).

There is also a need to assess associations between not just single nutritional factors and outcomes but an entire system of correlated nutritional factors and outcomes to accurately capture the complex and correlated dietary behavior of humans. There is the further need to document analytical approaches and provide both accessible analytical tools and computer infrastructure to enable reproducible research. There are various aspects of reproducible research, ranging from the ability to recompute data analytic results given an observed dataset and knowledge of the pipeline (41) to reproducibility across different datasets (reproducibility of results) and reproducibility of inferences from the same datasets and analyses (42) (Text Box 3).

Toward personalized nutrition. When approaching novel methodologies in nutrition research, it is important to focus on the associations among individual genotypes and phenotypes, aiming at personalized nutritional strategies that will effectively promote the health of individuals. Ideally, the complex gene–gene and gene–environment interactions and epigenetic modulation should be taken into consideration when assessing nutritional and other environmental links with NCDs such as obesity, dyslipidemia, cardiovascular diseases, and cancer (43–46).

In the context of the current population epidemics of metabolic diseases, related to the interaction between the genome and nutritional changes and environmental factors, there are well-appreciated differences in how individuals within the population respond to the same environmental

---

**TEXT BOX 2 METHODOLOGY IN NUTRITION RESEARCH**

Most evidence on nutrition is based on observational data. Clinical outcomes with nominally statistically significant results are often arguable and of debatable clinical significance. Randomized trials can confirm causality but have inherent design constraints for nutritional interventions. Most secondary subgroup analyses and stratified effects are weak at best. Large-scale data and new measurement platforms offer improved opportunities but have the potential for even higher error rates. Clinical nutrition research designs and implementation studies require reforms focused on improved credibility and utility.
stimuli. For example, people have largely different glucose responses to the same food (47), and recent data suggest that integrating individual information into a multidimensional algorithm that predicts specific responses to food may allow definition of personalized diets (48). It has been proposed that one should individualize the diet according to personal variables, including sex, age, and microbiome profile (49). Major determinants of the variability in an individual’s glucose response to food may include food quality, intake frequency, and lifestyle, including physical activity, circulating metabolic biomarkers, and the gut microbiota. Data based on continuous postprandial glucose measurements have demonstrated that whether a food is nominally good or bad, regarding its effect on the postprandial glycemic response, is largely dependent on the individual consuming the specific food in relation to his or her personalized variables (48). Thus, individual people can have very different responses to the same food (Fig. 1). For instance, in response to white bread consumption, some people have the expected postprandial glucose spikes, whereas others do not (47, 50) (Fig. 2). Moreover, dietary interventions targeting postmeal glucose responses induce consistent changes in the gut microbiota, with relevant variations according to the type of diet (high-glucose response compared with low-glucose response diets) (51). Therefore, diets designed to maintain normal postprandial blood glucose concentrations must be personally tailored. If so, population-based guidelines may have limited generalizability when the prevalence of specific genetic, lifestyle, and other factors able to have a large impact in modifying the effect of the diet consumed is large in the population addressed. In any case, predictive diets for individuals are quite complex, and population-based clinical trials that test the value of the intervention of personalized recommendations on health outcomes, including time to cardiovascular disease, cancer, and death, must occur. To date, few observational investigations have shown the utility of integration of high-dimension information, including (prevalent) genetic variants, microbiome, and environmental exposures. These studies, already partially ongoing, will hopefully demonstrate feasibility for large-scale clinical trials for personalized interventions. Therefore, at this stage such predictors can assist in devising a dietary plan but cannot replace the general nutrition recommendations (Text Box 4).

The implementation of such novel approaches (e.g., big-data analysis, personalized nutrition algorithms) needs to be evaluated against conclusions based on traditional methods. Moreover, although the inclusion of these methods into new guidelines will surely improve the knowledge base,
it remains to be shown whether the problems these methods create in more complex interpretations will lead to demonstrable improvements in better health and disease outcome in the long-term and in various sociocultural and economic conditions.

**Evidence hierarchy in science with a focus on nutrition**

The evidence hierarchy, built on the principles of the scientific method, is a construct widely shared among all sciences. Nutrition, as a science, must comply with and be judged by the same scientific principles as far as the grading the quality of its evidence is concerned. In practice, difficulties associated with designing and conducting human studies using real foods may limit compliance with these principles at the highest levels of the evidence hierarchy. Nonetheless, limitations of this kind do not serve as reasons to elevate the level of evidence obtained but rather to limit the certainty of conclusions drawn from the evidence available. Moreover, within this context, properly grading the caliber of available evidence is pivotal because trustworthy guidelines must systematically weigh both the amount of evidence and its quality. The Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) approach, adopted by >100 organizations worldwide, has become the standard for rating the quality of evidence (52). The GRADE Working Group (53) has provided tools that indicate the reasons for a recommendation (direction, strength, and certainty) and allow adoption, adaptation, and new development of recommendations globally. Key criteria include the following: how big is the problem locally; how direct is the evidence; how does it impact on resources, equity, acceptability, and feasibility (54, 55).

In the GRADE system, randomized trials are initially graded as high-quality evidence, but their grade can be rated down to moderate or low/very low based on limitations in 5 categories: risk of bias, inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, and publication bias (54, 56). On the other hand, observational studies are initially graded as low-quality evidence but can be rated up to a higher grade, primarily on the basis of large effect sizes. GRADE also provides guidance for grading recommendations as strong or weak. A panel makes strong recommendations when the net benefits clearly favor one option. A panel makes weak recommendations in the face of uncertainty, either because the evidence is of low or very-low quality or because the desirable and undesirable consequences (54, 57) are closely balanced. In making decisions regarding direction and strength of recommendations, guideline panels should always consider the magnitude of the desirable and undesirable consequences, the certainty of the evidence regarding those consequences,

**TEXT BOX 4 TOWARD PERSONALIZED NUTRITION**

People have highly variable postmeal glucose responses to identical meals. Following current dietary guidelines may result in high glycemic responses in some subjects, accelerating metabolic disease development, which the guidelines were intended to prevent. An individual’s microbiome is a driver of interpersonal variability in postmeal responses. Integrating personal parameters and microbiome features into an algorithm may allow more accurate predictions of personalized postmeal glucose response to defined meals. Personalized diets normalize postmeal glucose responses and increase compliance. A personalized nutritional approach based on validated algorithms may be relevant for effectively promoting individual health.
and the values and preferences of the population to whom the recommendation applies, the last being crucial in ensuring compliance. Panels may also consider resource use, acceptability, feasibility, and equity in making their recommendations. If guidelines are not adapted to real life, it is unlikely they will be used.

Evidence in nutrition: strategies for appropriate vetting and reporting, aimed at empowering recommendations

To produce trustworthy and optimal guidelines mandates a well-constructed panel of discussants, including scientific experts in the specific nutritional areas, methodologists including statisticians, practicing clinicians and patients, and policy makers, needs to become involved when necessary if medical and clinical care guidelines are under consideration. Expert translators are also of paramount importance when considering the wide practical use of these guidelines and the subsequent impact on clinical practice as well as on the population.

Standards for trustworthy guidelines are well established (e.g., Institute of Medicine recommendations) (58). Several authoritative international organizations (WHO, Institute of Medicine, the Guideline International Network, and the GRADE Working Group) agree on the key principles for the development of high-quality guidelines (59). International standards exist that will also ensure trustworthiness for nutritional guidelines based on progression to higher levels as bias in the quality of evidence declines (60).

Recommendations should be based on an explicit and transparent process that maximizes the use of the highest-quality graded evidence; minimizes distortions, biases, and conflicts of interest; provides a clear explanation of the logical relations between alternative care options and health outcomes; and provides ratings of both the quality of evidence and the strength of recommendations (61). More realistically, to provide high-quality systematic reviews of today’s expansive literature will require more than the voluntary spare time of already-pressed scientists. Governments should be obliged to appropriate the funds necessary for producing timely, high-quality, and evidence-based dietary reference intakes (62).

Because foods are so intimately related to lifestyles and food cultures in humans, instruments to assess the quality of life in relation to nutrition and nutrition-related lifestyle changes are also needed (63). Moreover, there is a need to assess sustainability, (e.g., environmental impact or economic impact) with regard to future recommendations. As it is obviously appropriate, trustworthy guidelines should be reconsidered and revised when important, new evidence warrants modifications of recommendations.

The presence of conflicts of interest can lead to biased and potentially incorrect recommendations (64). International principles for disclosure of interests and management of conflicts in guidelines have been developed to address this issue. However, declaration of conflict alone seems a poor strategy overall. More acceptable options for managing conflicts are to exclude altogether those with major conflicts or to allow input by conflicted individuals to participate in the discussion but excluding them from the decision-making process. Several tools for the development of trustworthy guidelines are available. In particular, a comprehensive checklist of items and related resources can help guideline developers in their enterprise (14) (Fig. 3). Additional tools include the Essential Reporting Items for Practice Guidelines in Healthcare (65) statement, which helps those producing guidelines report them properly and in a certain format for the lay audience (Text Box 5).

Implications for the future

Based on the concepts developed above, one might envision a series of implications for the future aimed at improving nutritional guidelines and effectively applying them to people worldwide. These could also consider personalized nutrition, ethnic and geographic preferences, more effective translation of nutrition guidelines for the public, and promotion of sustainability and cooperation among all nutrition stakeholders.

Among them, the food industry plays a central role when food industry interventions in industrial food production are taken into consideration. Very rarely it is possible to access foods that have not been treated industrially or have not undergone a treatment (i.e., pesticide treatment or genetic manipulation) at any level of the production chain. How is it possible to manage this artificial input into the food chain? What is the impact on individuals?

Ethnic and geographic issues. Lessons learned from employing the experimental principles discussed immediately above might also be extended to individualizing guidelines based on ethnic and national food preferences. The selection of specific local foods included in a diet represents a critical issue in the translation of guidelines as well as likely health promotion outcomes, because dietary compliance is intimately related to local and ethnic food preferences. It is now also well appreciated that nutrient-based recommendations should be focused on foods as the source of nutrients. Moreover, recommendations should not be based on indirect evidence, such as a prediction from nutrient composition listed in the label, but on solid scientific evidence, accumulated from actual subject responses to the particular foods themselves (48). These refinements can lead to improvement in dietary approaches based on traditional or regional habits that have already been validated and translated into recommendations for health promotion, e.g., starting with the Mediterranean Diet (66) and translating it into corresponding regional geographic variants, including the recently developed New Nordic Diet in Denmark (67, 68).

Effectively translating nutritional guidelines for the public. A particularly relevant issue in effective guideline development is how to properly communicate the information to the general public in the current era of widespread, largely uncontrolled dissemination of information via an almost limitless variety of media outlets. The revolution in online
media has drastically altered the pressure on journalists to reach readers, changing the ways that complicated stories, such as nutritional topics, are written and presented. Indeed, nutritional issues, which are often intrinsically complex, are difficult to report comprehensively and, even when truly balanced, frequently fail online. Because ambiguity does not sell, there is pressure to oversimplify.

The traditional fact-checking stringency of legitimate print media outlets has largely been bypassed by many of the newer electronic “information” sites online. The result has been an abundance of often-conflicting information that both generates public confusion and produces issues of credibility (69, 70). Problems often begin with the reliability of the media translation of the original research reports. Recently, 18 kinds of media spin were identified, and ≥1 spin was found in 88% of media research reports: 25% failed to report adverse events mentioned in the scientific article, 49% claimed a causal effect despite a non-randomized study design, and 21% extrapolated a beneficial effect from an animal study to humans (71). For many people, the media are the main provider of the information that individuals use to make decisions about their health. Thus inaccurate, incomplete, or imprecise reporting of the research reports themselves is a major impediment in conveying solid nutrition evidence from scientists to citizens. However, the scientists themselves are not blameless in this context. Lazarus et al. (72) reported finding ≥1 example of spin in 84% of scientific reports studied, most

**TEXT BOX 5  EVIDENCE IN NUTRITION: STRATEGIES FOR APPROPRIATE VETTING AND REPORTING, AIMED AT EMPOWERING RECOMMENDATIONS**

Trustworthy guidelines should:
- be based on a systematic review of the existing evidence
- be developed by a knowledgeable, multidisciplinary panel of experts and representatives from key affected groups
- consider important patient subgroups and patient preferences as appropriate
- be based on an explicit and transparent process that minimizes distortions, biases, and conflicts of interest
- provide a clear explanation of the logical relations between alternative care options and health outcomes
- provide ratings of the quality of the evidence and strength of the recommendations
- be reconsidered and revised as appropriate when important new evidence arises
commonly the improper implication of causality and a high degree of overselling the research findings in approximately half of the publication abstracts. Furthermore, although peer reviewers identified an example of spin in about half of the research manuscripts they reviewed, resulting in author removal of two-thirds of these items, the peer reviewers failed to identify spin in three-quarters of the abstracts of the manuscripts reviewed (73). Surprisingly, for 15% of the reviewed articles, the referees themselves suggested adding some spin, and in 9% of the reviewed articles the authors themselves added additional spin (73).

Promoting sustainability and cooperation among all nutrition stakeholders. For guidelines to be maximally effective there is a need for cooperation among all nutrition stakeholders (individuals, citizens of any age and sex, scientists, clinicians, policy makers, the food industry, the communications industry, etc.).

Furthermore, reshaping food systems around sustainable diets is one of the world’s biggest challenges for the 21st century. Sustainability is a complex concept, and sustainable development was first introduced in Europe in the 1980s. In the ensuing years, there has been a growing concern for sustainability, including the food and nutrition field, which has gained the attention of researchers, academics, and practitioners and has become a focus for governments, private organizations, and other stakeholders (74). Countries vary in their conceptual understanding of sustainability and in its practical implementation determined by their own health agencies in the complex local policy environment. Nevertheless, the nature of global interconnectivity today poses sustainability problems that must be solved at the international level. Different approaches (evidence briefs, policy dialogues, and benchmarking) mandate international information and debate on policymaking.

Conclusions
In this article, the most important issues relevant to improving nutritional guidelines are discussed and the proposed concepts and actions are the result of the merged efforts of a qualified panel of experts in the related areas. The following conclusions of such joint work are proposed.

Nutritional guidelines: a historical perspective
There is a need to move forward to improve the quality and efficacy of nutritional guidelines, starting from an unbiased assessment of the currently consolidated information. The future agenda should advance through evaluation of newly available methodology in nutrition research to personalize guideline recommendations, properly grade the evidence quality, adhere to evidence hierarchy in nutrition, and enhance strategies for appropriate vetting and transparent reporting to solidify the recommendations for health promotion. The final goal is to build a constructive coalition among scientists, policy makers, and communications professionals to develop and implement sustainable health and nutritional policies. Constructive integration that facilitates harmonization among institutions is necessary for the formulation of nutritional recommendations, guidelines, and policies, because they must be implemented in different geographical, cultural, ethnic, and socioeconomic contexts to produce a relevant public health impact.

Methodology in nutrition research
Nutritional trials require an improvement in the design, collection, analysis, transparency, and quality of evidence at all levels of research. To improve nutritional research, it is important to increase study registration in public databases and to include predeclaration of endpoints and analytical approaches and open access for data. Nutritional guidelines need to be periodically reexamined and revised accordingly as new data become available. Moreover, there is a need to ensure that dietary essential nutrient and food recommendations apply to all subjects present in the society. Innovative scientific research generates new concepts for discovery, raising new questions concerning what and how to use the novel findings. The pervasive expansion of big data in the health research field has opened new horizons for their use for discovery or to develop guidelines (31), generating many challenges, especially in the context of causal pathway interpretation. Human health could benefit from large-scale data analysis, if large-scale noise is minimized and confounding variables or other biases are evaluated (32–34). Proper use of big data may help in designing nutritional guidelines for individual intervention and improve their effectiveness and relevance over the limitations of the generalized approach available today (48).

Evidence hierarchy in science, with a focus on nutrition
The principles of the scientific method apply to nutrition as they do to all disciplines classified as scientific. Trustworthy guidelines should be based on systematic summaries of the best available, properly graded evidence addressing each recommendation that is part of the guidelines. In making decisions regarding direction and strength of recommendations, guideline panels should consider the totality of evidence and the magnitude of the desirable and undesirable health effects, the domains of evidence certainty or uncertainty both with respect to the desired goals and potential undesirable effects. To support sustainability, guideline panels should also consider all desirable and undesirable consequences, including resource use, environmental and ecological consequences, acceptability, feasibility, and equity, in making their recommendations (54–57, 75, 76).

Evidence in nutrition: strategies for appropriate vetting and reporting, aimed at empowering recommendations
To produce trustworthy and optimal guidelines, it is mandatory to have a well-constructed, well-balanced panel of discussants, including experts in specific areas, methodologists, and practicing clinicians and patients if medical and clinical care guidelines are under consideration (77). Guidelines
TEXT BOX 6  COMMON ACCEPTABLE DEFINITIONS

Biomarkers
- A biomarker is a natural molecule, gene, or functional characteristic by which a specific physiological or pathological process can be identified. They are commonly used to diagnose conditions and to assess how advanced an individual’s illness is.

Conflict of interest
- An interest that may affect an individual’s ability to impartially assess the evidence or provide a perspective on a particular topic. Conflicts can be financial, where the person is in direct or indirect receipt of financial support, or intellectual, where the person may have a reputation built on a particular stance on an issue.

Diet
- Diet is the sum of food and drink consumed by an individual and often implies its quality, composition, and effects on health.

Dietary guidelines
- Dietary guidelines translate nutritional guidelines into food intake recommendations by using nontechnical language, enabling individual consumers to compose their daily diet in a way that provides the appropriate nutrition.

Feasibility/implementation
- Feasibility and implementation consider how health policy will be implemented, including assessing and mitigating any individual, social, cultural, economic, and practical barriers to implementation; for example, not recommending food sources of nutrition that the majority of the population may not be able to access because of financial constraints or availability.

Food
- Food consists of essential body nutrients, such as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, or minerals, which are ingested and assimilated by an individual to produce energy, stimulate growth, and maintain life.

Guidelines
- Guidelines are a series of recommendations on a particular topic (e.g., health condition or aspect of health, such as nutrition), developed by a multidisciplinary panel based on an independent systematic review of the best available evidence. Guideline panels can include health professionals and academics specializing in that area, as well as representatives of other groups such as the general public, the policy makers, and the industry.

Nutrition
- Nutrition interprets the interaction of nutrients and other substances in food in relation to the linked metabolic effects within the body. It includes food intake, absorption, assimilation, metabolism, and excretion.

Nutritional guidelines
- Nutritional guidelines focus on the quantities of individual nutrients and quality and quantity of whole foods that people should consume to achieve a healthy nutritional state. Nutritional guidelines may include estimates such as DRVs, reference intake, and daily intake. These guidelines usually apply to the entire healthy population by using broad groups, such as different age ranges, but can also be tailored to more focused population groups. The general public often come into contact with these when examining food packaging, which may have DRVs on the front, etc.

Nutritional status
- Nutritional status includes the condition of the body, influenced by the actions and interactions generated from the food intake through metabolism and absorption in the gut (exercised by microbiome, genetic, and food component interactions), and the consequent metabolism and handling within the body (due to genetic and organ— not only liver and kidney—functions) toward to the nutritional status differences on health effects.

Policy makers
- Policy makers are professionals working within local and national government who are responsible for translating research findings into actionable health policy to promote health in their population, for example, creating food-based guidelines based on nutritional guidelines, the best available evidence, and stakeholder input.

RCT
- An RCT is a clinical study with a specific design aimed to reduce bias when testing a new treatment. Subjects participating in the trial are randomly allocated to either the group receiving the treatment under investigation or to a group receiving standard treatment (or placebo treatment) as the control.

Substitution effect
- When advised to eat less of one nutrient (e.g., carbohydrate) or individual food, the public will substitute that item with another. Substitution advice should be provided to ensure healthy substitutions that do not have unintended harms.
should be based on an explicit and transparent process that minimizes distortions, biases, and conflicts of interest; provides a clear explanation of the logical relations between alternative care options and health outcomes; and provides ratings of the quality of the evidence and the strength of the recommendations (61). The GRADE recommendation classifies systematic reviews of RCTs with an initial score of high and classifies systematic reviews of cohort studies with a score of low. As the studies are evaluated, the individual RCTs can be rated lower and the individual cohort studies can be rated higher depending on prespecified limitations of the former and the effect sizes of the latter. To complement this methodologic gap, improved measures and tools that also take into account nutrition research-specific requirements (e.g., dietary assessment methods and their validation or funding bias) for assessing the meta-evidence (quality of the evidence of the meta-analyses) need to be developed. Recently, an attempt to adapt the GRADE approach to specifically address peculiarities of nutrition research has been proposed [NutriGRADE from Schwingshakl et al. (78)]. For optimal implementation, this approach is best conducted with interaction with the GRADE working group, which we encourage and welcome strongly.

Implications for the future

Novel approaches may lead to the development of nutritional, exercise, and pharmacological interventions targeting the metabolic and molecular causes of human ageing and health promotion, inhibiting pro-aging pathways that control the accumulation of molecular damage in multiple tissues or minimizing the risks of diseases that contribute to or accelerate those pathways (48, 79). Accurate predictions of the individual metabolic response integrating different approaches may lead to personalized nutrition able to combine health promotion and the possible use of locally available foods (48). The transfer of this information to novel nutritional guidelines to improve the effectiveness of current generalized guidelines, however, still appears complex. Although most guidelines have historically focused on the essential nutrient components of foods, future nutritional recommendations must evaluate evidence derived from ingestion of whole foods or diets.

A crucial issue is the communication of the fundamental nutritional information in the current electronic media environment, where traditional factual evidence verification is often lacking. Improved communications and effectiveness require cooperation among all nutrition stakeholders (the lay public, basic scientists, practicing clinicians, policy makers, industry, education, communication, etc.). The specific issue of sustainability requires the additional communication among governments, nations, and international regulatory agencies.

In conclusion, there is a strong and urgent need to develop a successful commitment among all the stakeholders to define novel approaches to the management of the health value of nutrition at the individual and population levels. Moving forward requires adherence to well-established principles of evidence evaluation and the identification of effective tools to obtain better-quality evidence. Much remains to be done in the near future. A starting step is to identify common acceptable definitions (Text Box 6).
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